Fundamentalism; pp. 189-90). As will be demonstrated below, premises 2-3 are not true, and conclusions 6-8 are also not true.
Larson's way of "putting the mass of scholarly writing on the book of Abraham into manageable fonn" is to ignore almost all of the scholarly writing on the book of Abraham in the last twenty years (more on this later). The publisher's c1aim that the volume is "up to the minute" evidently derives from the citation of two artic1es from the Encyclopedia of Monnonism , although Larson misses new and important evidence that came out about the same time.
To list all of the little mistakes and misquotations would be tedious; therefore we will concentrate on some of the more egregious errors. The reader cannot assume, however, that any particular passage from Larson is correct simply because we fail to label it mistaken.
The book initially feigns sympathy with Joseph Smith and the Latter-day Saints, apparently in order to lure the reader into its ultimately anti-Mormon conclusions. This may be why the acknowledgments thanking such notable anti-Mormons as H. Michael Marquardt, the late Reverend Wesley P. Walters,4 and the Tanners are found in the back of the book (p. 237), instead of being placed at the front as is nonnal for books and as they were in the first edition. The chapter written with anti-Mannon writer Floyd McElveen is also tucked in the back (pp. 188-95),' followed by a response card asking if the reader "made a decision for Jesus Christ as a resuh of reading this book" (p. 197). Such disingenuousness also seems to explain why the neutra1-sounding Institute for Religious Research published the book, rather than the closely associated Gospel Truths Minisoies-a name that would alert the average Monnon. Two-thirds of the way through the book (on p. 165), we are introduced to a standard list of old anti-Monnon chestnuts (e.g., the Adam-God theory, Joseph Smith and the occult, etc.) and advised in the accompanying footnote to seek guidance in the works of Jerald and Sandra Tanner.6 4 Wa1ters wrote the "Forward [sic]" (pp. 5-6), but his title of Reverend has been here omitted.
5 McElveen has previously published anti· Mormon materials through Gospel Truths Ministries. In 1986 the organization dumped copies en masse on doorsteps around Utah County. 
Larson as Historian
Larson sets up his case by claiming that Joseph Smith had to invent the book of Abraham (1) because of the apostasy in Kirtland (pp. 11-12); and (2) because "in Kirtland ... the growth of the Church became stagnant" (p. 12). But the Kirtland apostasy took place in 1837-38, two years after Joseph Smith began work on the book of Abraham. Moreover, rather than stagnating, "the illS JX>pulation in Kirtland multiplied from about 100 in 1832 to over 1,500 in 1836."7 In Kirtland alone, the Church was nearly doubling annua11y at this time. This is stagnation? Larson provides no documentation for any of his claims here; his approach is pure, unsubstantiated speculation.
Larson claims that Joseph needed scriptural justification for his new doctrines. But here he overlooks the Monnon belief in living prophets. Joseph Smith was engaged in publishing his own revelations in 1835 and continued to receive and publish them throughout his life. He would hardly need to stick his neck out to invent something ancient when he could invent something modern. Thus, in Larson's examination of the historical circumstances, he has no motive for Joseph to invent the book of Abraham. And he fails to supply historical evidence to back his claims up.
Larson's discussion of Hugh Nibley's qualifications to deal with the papyri is similarly inaccurate. He scarcely mentions Nibley before he essays to attack Nibley's credentials: "Dr. Nibley was nor an Egyptologist. as he himself was the fIrst to admit." So Larson says that Nibley. who "must have realized his expertise with other ancient languages would be of little help in working with the papyri," rushed off in 1966-67 after the papyri were discovered by Atiya to " [begin] The author of the article herewith published is a non-resident of Utah, and is not a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The article as received by the News was accompanied by the statement that the author had written it upon his own initiative, without request or suggestion from any member of the Church, and solely because of his interest in the subject, to which his attention had been 
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likewise after grasp.''34 What on earth does that mean? Larson never tells us.
The Papyri That Aren't There
Larson has nothing but contempt for what he calls the "Missing Black and Red Scroll" Theory (pp. 129-34), for "it is considered valid by novices" (p. 85). He insists that we now possess the papyri from which the book of Abraham comes, and that Lauer·day Saint scholars who have argued that another, missing. papyrus was the source are indulging in mere wishful thinking. After all, "whenever qualified people have studied the papyri, including such undisputed experts as Baee, Wilson, and Parker, they have always reached the same conclusions that [Dee Jay] Nelson did" (p. 151, deemphasis mine). Yet Larson is unaware that the most recent non-LDS Egyptologist to write on the subject, to my knowledge, said that "the Pap. Joseph Smith XI and X containing the Book of Breathings were wrongly identified by others with Joseph Smith's book of Abraham."" Larson is adamant that "there were two, and only two, 'rolls of papyrus' " (pp. 133,85) and accuses Nibley of concocting a story about there being more than one lengthy scroll in Nauvoo (pp. 129·30),36 This is important to him because he wants to be able to demonstrate that we have the papyrus from which Joseph Smith claimed to have derived the book of 
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Abraham, and then point out triumphantly that the book of Abraham cannot, in fact, be derived from that papyrus. Nonetheless, the evidence appears to be on Nibley's side rather than Larson's. In 1842, the fragments we now have in the Joseph Smith Papyri were mounted in "a number of glazed slides, like picture frames, containing sheets of papyrus, with Egyptian inscriptions and hieroglyphics."37 The next year, in 1843, a nonmember named Charlotte Haven visited Lucy Mack Smith and wrote a letter to her own mother about it:
Then she [Mother Smith] turned to a long table, set her candlestick down, and opened a long roll of manuscript, saying it was "the writing of Abraham and Isaac, written in Hebrew and Sanscrit," and she read several minutes from it as if it were English. It sounded very much like passages from the Old Testament-and it might have been for anything we knew-but she said she read it through the inspiration of her son Joseph, in whom she seemed to have perfect confidence. Then in the same way she interpreted to us hieroglyphics from another roll. One was Mother Eve being tempted by the serpent, whothe serpent, I mean-was standing on the tip of his tail, which with his two legs fonned a tripod, and had his head in Eve's ear.3 8 H Nihley's source seems suspect for being late, oral, and from a Mormon, this other source (which Nibley did not cite) nevertheless says the same thing-but is contemporary, written, and from a non-Mormon. Notice that the vignette described matches none of those in the Joseph Smith papyri we have from the Metropolitan Museum.39 And there seem indeed to have been two long rolls even after the present fragments of the Joseph Smith Papyri were mounted. If there were only two 37 Caswall, "The Mormons," 406. 39 There is a s light resemblance to a scene in Papyrus Joseph Smith V, but the walking serpent Ulere is not "standing on the Lip of his tail," his tail docs not Conn a "tripod" with his two kgs, and his head is at nobody's ear.
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rolls it is imponant to note that Joseph Smith Papyri I-Xl were not on them.
Larson tries to dismiss the notion that the document from which the book of Abraham was translated was "beautifully written upon papyrus, with black, and a small pan red, ink or paint, in perfect preservation" (pp. The truth is that the word appears three times in that verse, while its plural equivalent appears once. As Crapo and I wrote, it is not the importance of the word in the verse that matters, but whether it is renected at al1. The fact that the Egyptian words are reflected in the corresponding English text each and every time is statistically significant .... "Larson also failed to note that Crapo and I suggested other possibilities for the tie between the Abraham story and the Sensen text, including the suggestion that a later descendant of Abraham had worded the story of his ancestor to fit the Sensen text. If this be true, then it doesn't mailer when the Sensen text was composed. "Larson's citation of Klaus Bacr from Jay Todd's book is irrelevant. A reading of Bacr's letter clearly shows that he was talking apples, while Crapo and I were talking oranges. He was thinking about translation, while we were suggesting the use of the Sensen text as a mnemonic device. Baer didn't undcrstad the concept and I complained about his Wlfair treauncnt. He later had one of his students personally deliver an apology for his harsh words. though he continued to disagree with the theory we had proposed. Bacr's complaint about the lack of a systematic mnemonic theory makes no rea] sense in lhe light of our study, for we suggested that the Sensen text was used as the basis for the wording of the Abraham story. This means that the Egyptian text placed its own restrictions on the wording of the Here again, we have a major flaw in Larson's theory, for the anti-Monnon argument assumes that we have all the material Joseph Smith had. We know that Joseph Smith planned to publish more of the book of Abraham than he did, but what was in the unpublished portion? To an extent it is mere speculation to flll in the lacuna. but we do know something of the plan of the work. Abraham writes that "a knowledge of the beginning of the creation, and also of the planets, and of the stars, as they were made known unto the fathers, have I kept even unto this day, and I shall endeavor to write some of these things upon this 45-48) . On the first page of the manuscript (p. 45) we see that the top half of the page is in the uneven handwriting of W. W. Phelps. The second half of this page as well as the other pages displayed are in the smooth, straight, even handwriting of Warren Parrish. In fact. a straightedge held at the lx>ttom of any line of letters in Parrish's writing shows that they line up almost perfectly. The careful student will notice that the hieratic characters do not line up the way the English text does; the deviation gets worse the further one goes down the manuscript. Therefore, it seems apparent that the hieratic characters were not written at the same time as the English text. But the English text is smooth and evenly spaced; there is no crarruning or additions (as there are in Phelps's handwriting). If the hieratic were added first, the text would have to adjust to fit the available space. Therefore the English was written first and the hieratic added later. Who added the hieratic and when was it added? There is no indication who plaCed the text there, much less that Joseph Smith is responsible for the hieratic characters. These are just a few of the many problems confronting the student of the KirLland Egyptian Papers, yet Larson and his fellow critics simply gloss over all the problems with their simplistic theories. 58 What exactly the example, is what we call Facsimile 1. The 'first degree' of that 'pan' is the first column of script, while 'the second degree' is the second column, and so fOM. The 'second part' is what Nibley termed the 'Small Sensen Papyrus.' It is pasted on paper marked with one.inch vertical rulings. The 'fITst degree of the second pan' denotes the first of these columns, counting from the righL. Much of the Alphabet and Grammar is merely a means of giving 'map coordinates' for locating the symbols on the papyri." papyrus drawings from which they were adapted) make mention of Abraham" (p. 110). "Up to the minute" research, indeed! Until the critics are willing to take the book of Abrahamtext as well as pictures-and the recent scholarship seriously, they only dodge the issues. Larson's book is another attempt at evasion. The book of Abraham is deceptively small, for dealing with it adequately is far more complicated than almost anyone has guessed. We agree with Larson on one point: "Exposing error is the right thing to do, as only good can be the ultimate result of people learning the truth" (p. 171, deemphasis mine). Larson's book is so full of errors that it deserves to be exposed for what it is.
